
Candidate experience is on everyone’s lips these days, but the discussion is rare 
when companies actually ask candidates what they want and attempt to provide it. 
In our latest research study on Video and the Candidate Experience, we looked not 
just at how companies are using video but also at how candidates want to consume 
and interact with video in the hiring process.

This study sheds light on ways companies are wasting money on video production 
while failing to meet the preferences of candidates.  

But how do we measure the ROI of video?

While it seems like a challenging question to answer, I’ll start you off with two 
scenarios:

 Your talent acquisition team partners with the marketing team and creates a 
beautiful, scripted ten-minute video exploring your company’s history, culture, and 
operations. The cost is $20,000.

 Your talent acquisition team visits with hiring managers and shoots short video 
clips of them on their smartphones describing a handful of the most common jobs 
they hire for. We’ll assume the cost is $1,000, if we factor in everyone’s time and 
effort.

At this point, we’re no closer to getting to the ROI answer because we don’t yet 
know how much these videos are being consumed. Let’s use some specialized video 
statistics and research as the basis for our viewing data:

“

”

CareerBuilder did some research of more 
than 5,000 career sites and found that 
only 1.5% of visitors watch corporate 
videos and just 7.5% actually visited the 
main career site home page. Everyone 
else hit the job postings themselves and 
nothing else.
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Giving Candidate What They Want

The truth of the matter is that we all know that getting the attention of 
candidates is challenging. But our latest research on video and the candiate 
experience shows that candidates want to hear from hiring managers more 
than 2.5 times more often than they want a company overview.

Additionally, this isn’t just for entertainment value. Candidates said that seeing 
that hiring manager video would make them 46% more likely to consider the 
job and 30% more likely to respond to a recruiter or apply. 

People want to work for people, not companies, let’s looks at the data 
to see how we came to this presumption. 

Key Research Findings

 Candidates want to see videos of hiring managers 2.5x more often than 
company overviews and 10x more often than an HR/recruiter message.

 A hiring manager welcome video would make a candidate 46% more likely to 
consider the job and 30% more likely to respond to a recruiter or apply.

 55% of active job seekers said employee-generated video would be more 
credible/trustworthy than company-produced video.

 Employers believe that hiring managers are the most persuasive source of 
information for candidates, but only 3% of employers are using this kind of 
content to reach job seekers.

How’s that ROI looking now?

Source: Analysis of 5000+ Corporate Career Sites by CareerBuilder
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Candidates want Information Directly from Employees

How much did your company spend on that “company overview” branding video 
that you have on your careers page? $5,000? $25,000? Whatever the investment, it 
might come as a bit of a shock to find out that candidates, especially active ones, 
don’t really see that as a source of valuable information during the job search 
process.

Figure 1: Candidate Video Preferences

As you can see in the data, candidates overwhelmingly want to see and hear from 
the hiring manager in the application process. The theme that “people want to 
work for people, not companies” is especially apparent in this response.

The reasoning isn’t that hiring managers have some magical properties–it’s that 
candidates think they are getting some piece of information that might help them 
better understand the job, potentially making them more competitive in the hiring 
process. Additionally, it just feels nice to have someone sharing some of the ins and 
outs of a position in a very frank, straightforward manner. No buzzwords or 
recruiters getting in the way, just helpful information that guides a candidate in 
making a choice.

Additionally, the second most common preference for candidates was to see and 
learn more about the job itself through a preview of sorts. Candidates naturally 
want to perform well in the interview and on the job and they believe that these 
two sources of information can help them to do so, which echoes our research 
earlier this year around candidate experience, assessments, and video interviews. 
The exciting part is that candidates went a step further, saying that this was not 
only what they wanted to see to gather information, but also that it could 
potentially lead them to consider and apply for jobs that might have otherwise not 
been on their radar.

Candidates said a hiring manager welcome video would make the person 46% more 
likely to consider the job and 30% more likely to respond to a recruiter or apply.

The theme that connects these top two answers and that should serve as a powerful 
takeaway for employers is this: candidate experience is especially powerful when it 
feels somewhat tailored. If I’m applying for a job and get to see information about that 
job beyond a static job description that I believe might help me to make a better 
decision or better understand the role, that’s incredibly valuable. In the same way, 
employers can provide short videos or comments directly from hiring managers or job 
preview information as a way to help guide candidates toward better decisions and 
improve the overall candidate experience at the same time.

Source: 2017 Video and the Candidate Experience Study (n=301 candidates)
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As you can see in the data, candidates overwhelmingly want to see and hear from 
the hiring manager in the application process. The theme that “people want to 
work for people, not companies” is especially apparent in this response.

The reasoning isn’t that hiring managers have some magical properties–it’s that 
candidates think they are getting some piece of information that might help them 
better understand the job, potentially making them more competitive in the hiring 
process. Additionally, it just feels nice to have someone sharing some of the ins and 
outs of a position in a very frank, straightforward manner. No buzzwords or 
recruiters getting in the way, just helpful information that guides a candidate in 
making a choice.

Additionally, the second most common preference for candidates was to see and 
learn more about the job itself through a preview of sorts. Candidates naturally 
want to perform well in the interview and on the job and they believe that these 
two sources of information can help them to do so, which echoes our research 
earlier this year around candidate experience, assessments, and video interviews. 
The exciting part is that candidates went a step further, saying that this was not 
only what they wanted to see to gather information, but also that it could 
potentially lead them to consider and apply for jobs that might have otherwise not 
been on their radar.

Candidates said a hiring manager welcome video would make the person 46% more 
likely to consider the job and 30% more likely to respond to a recruiter or apply.

The theme that connects these top two answers and that should serve as a powerful 
takeaway for employers is this: candidate experience is especially powerful when it 
feels somewhat tailored. If I’m applying for a job and get to see information about that 
job beyond a static job description that I believe might help me to make a better 
decision or better understand the role, that’s incredibly valuable. In the same way, 
employers can provide short videos or comments directly from hiring managers or job 
preview information as a way to help guide candidates toward better decisions and 
improve the overall candidate experience at the same time.

Credibility is Key When Using Video

While our survey didn’t dive into specifics around why employee-generated video is 
more valuable for candidates than company-produced video, one of our hypotheses is 
that people naturally want to see a more raw, personal video than a scripted, highly 
produced video that doesn’t necessarily reflect reality. That’s why tools like live video 
streaming or even social photo/video sharing have become more pervasive in the last 
few years. As consumers we look for this kind of information, so why wouldn’t job 
candidates? 55% of active job seekers said employee-generated video would be more 
credible/trustworthy than company-produced video.

One of the things I was careful of doing in this study was trying to specifically quantify 
the value and credibility of information coming from hiring managers versus the 
company. As we can see in this example, when we asked candidates about what source 
provides the most credible, trustworthy information, it’s clear that employee video is 
preferred. What’s surprising is that employers agreed.

Figure 2: Employers Say Hiring Managers Offer Most Persuasive Information

Source: 2017 Video and the Candidate Experience Study (n=224 employers)
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In this question we asked employers to rank the most persuasive sources of 
information for candidates. Hiring managers came in first followed by employee 
testimonials, yet when we asked how many employers were using these types of 
information in their candidate journey, only 3 percent were using hiring manager 
videos and just 13 percent were using employee testimonials.

This begs the question, if candidates crave this information and employers 
consider it to be the most valuable, why aren’t companies offering these kinds of 
elements on their career page, social channels, and other platforms?

Key Takeaways

One of the fun parts of doing this dual research is that it helps to shed light on 
where employers can improve their practices to meet the needs of candidates. In 
this case, there are a few clear takeaways.

1. Employers need to start exploring how to embed more hiring manager content 
into their candidate experience. They know it works. Candidates know it works. 
There’s no excuse and it could lead to a radical improvement in candidate 
perception and trust.

2. Go for something less “pretty” and more “raw” in terms of video. Trying to 
produce and script a video diminishes the value in the eyes of candidates and it 
takes longer, costs more, and is generally more of a hassle for the hiring managers 
and other employees taking part.

With all of the focus on the candidate experience in recent years, it is surprising 
that we still don’t make the effort to give our candidates what they crave. It’s not 
that we don’t know what they want–employers in our study said that the most 
influential information source in the application process was the hiring manager. 
It’s just that employers haven’t yet prioritized the concept of getting the hiring 
manager out there and in front of the candidates they are trying to hire. 

If you get nothing else from this research, take it as a helpful push to look for ways 
to interact with and ask questions of your own candidate audience. Hopefully this 
sheds some light on how employers are completely missing the mark on what 
candidates really want in the hiring process and gives you an idea for how you can 
improve your own approach.

Disclaimer: All research insights and opinions provided by Lighthouse 
Research & Advisory are unbiased. As an independent analyst firm we 
perform research in a variety of HCM areas in order to better understand the 
market and this study is one of multiple research efforts we have produced 
this year in an effort to help employers hire, engage, and retain their best 
workers. Questions about our policy and approach can be directed to 
ben.eubanks@lhra.io.


